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Chapter 8
Glottic activity in vocal hiss. A preliminary
study using LVS & HSDP with analysis by
kymography, P-FFT & Nyquist plots
Krzysztof Izdebski, Lydia Hyde, Yuling Yan & Matthew Blanco
Abstract
Hissy voice can be interpreted as the sound similar to a sound of a sibilant, either voiced
and un-voiced (s/z). This voice quality can be present in pathological phonation or when
it is used in normal phonation it is employed to convey emotional expressions to signal
disapproval, annoyance, or even contempt. Vocal hiss or hissy voice is not well studied,
specifically via physiologic examination of the glottis. In this preliminary study we used
HSDP to examine the nature of the vocal hiss at the glottic and supraglottic levels. We
decided on HSDP, because this technology provides a whole new way to visually investigate laryngeal behavior and posturing during phonation. It provides detailed real-time
information about laryngeal biomechanics that include observations about: mucosal
wave, wave motion directionality, glottic area wave form, asymmetry of vibrations within
and across vocal folds (VF), and contact area of the glottis including posterior commissure closure. These observations are fundamental to our understanding and modeling
of both normal and disordered phonation. In previous reports, we examined vocal fry
using HSDP in vivo observations of not only the glottic region, but also on the entire supraglottic laryngeal posturing. Here we contrast hiss phonation mode produced in a nonpathological settings to normative phonation produced by the same speaker. As with
fry, analysis included spatio-temporal vibration patterns of VF, multi-line kymograms,
spectral PFFT analysis, and Nyquist plots. The presented examples reveal that supraglottic contraction is present in hiss but that it is short in duration. We speculate, that this
contractual force allows for VF vibration despite glottic separation. These findings need
to be compared to pathological phonation representing the three voice modes to derive
a better differential diagnosis.
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Introduction
Vocal hiss is a peculiar voice quality present both involuntarily (in dysphonia) and voluntarily in emotional expressions of the voice [1-2]. There is little information in physiological terms how hiss is produced. Modern technology offers an unprecedented opportunity to look at this vocal mode using optics. Advances in biomedical imaging contribute
significantly to the development of voice science and aid voice clinicians to obtain visual
information about the laryngeal vibratory laryngeal systems during various phonatory
modes (normal or pathological) [1].
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Traditionally, LVS technique was used to provide a visual image of the glottal movement, albeit representing a composite image of vibratory cycles rather than sequential
representation of consecutive glottis cycles [3-4]. Because VF oscillations can range from
approximately 40-4000 Hz or more, faster than standard video capture rate imaging systems are desired. Such high-speed capturing rates are now available courtesy of electronics and are commercially packaged into HSDP systems [5-6].
These HSDP systems are now capable of recording glottal images at the rates above
16,000 f/s, although rates between 2000 and 4000 frames are more customary and can
be obtained in full color. Higher rates require black and white imaging. No matter the
actual speed or frame acquisition, analysis of such massive data (i.e., 8000 or 16,000
frames for 4 seconds of phonation at 2000 and 4000 f/s, respectively) requires substantial processing time and specialized signal analysis algorithms that are part of the
commercial systems or are customized [5-6]. Our group [7-11], applies these custom
designed automatic tracing systems (e.g., Vocalizer®) to describe laryngeal motions of
the glottis from both normal subjects and from patients.
HSDP observations also reveal for the first time, except when the ultra-high speed
filming was produced in the past [12] that glottis activity is not produced in isolation,
but that it is accompanied by posturing of the entire supraglottic area. This behavior had
been rarely described or discussed previously.
In this chapter we focus on glottis biomechanics in vocal hiss. We feel that these data
will be instrumental in modifying phonatory models, specifically with respect to acoustic
and aerodynamics of phonation [13-15].
Materials and methods
All data were recorded using color HSV system (KayPENTAX Model 9710, NJ, USA). Standard phonoscopic signal acquisition without topical anesthesia was used [1]. The rate
of video frames was set to 2000 with maximum available image resolution of 512 x 512
pixels. Acquired signals were processed by KIPS (KayPENTAX) when appropriate and using custom programs such as Vocalizer® elsewhere [16-17].
HSDP were compared to LVS images obtained from the same subject on the same
date with the use of standard LVS equipment (Kay Elemetrics RLS 9100, NJ, USA).
Breathy/hiss phonation was executed by a female subject during production of a
sustained /i/ sound. This mode was chosen to contrast these findings to pathological
conditions in which such modes constitute primary symptoms. For example, breathy/hiss
phonation is present in cases of VF paresis, bowing, paresis or paralysis and in emotional
vocal expressions [1-2].
Results
All modes of phonation are determined by the action of the intrinsic and the extrinsic laryngeal muscles that determine specific pitch ranges and the transitions to these ranges
from the modal range [1, 18-20] These muscular adjustments are expressed in VF positioning shown in detail of HSDP, which are superior to those obtained from LVS.
Vocal hiss
Figure 1 compares superior glottic view with LVS and HSDP of the glottis during hiss. LVS
fails to clearly delineate the mucosal wave and its mode, or the shape of the glottic opening, while HSDP provides this information. Indeed in hiss, per HSDP observations, the
glottis was shown to be separated at both the anterior and the posterior commissures.
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Although the glottis was separated, mucosal wave was present and mostly between
the anterior and posterior portions of the glottis (mid glottis portion). This is observed in
the respective kymograph (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Superior glottic view with LVS (L) and HSDP (R) of the glottis during hiss.
Note that glottis is separated, yet the mucosal wave is present.

Figure 2. Kymogram of hiss showing glottic separation. Observe that despite such separation mucosal wave was present and appeared mostly
with the mid portion of the glottis.
FFT
PFFT for hiss is shown in Figure 3. Although hiss represents mostly noise acoustically, a
close to 500 Hz F0 was also identified.
Nyquist plot
Figure 4 contrasts Nyquist plots of normative and hiss phonation produced by the same
female subject. Note the dispersion, representing both noise and F0 in hiss and normative Nyquist plot for modal phonation.
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Figure 3. PFFT for hiss. Although mostly noise is identified,
a close to 500 Hz F0 was also identified.

Figure 4. Nyquist plot from acoustics for modal and hiss phonation.
Summary and conclusions
LVS and HSDP are not equally informative about glottis behavior in the various modes of
phonation we are studying. These disparities are expressed by differences in the appearance of supraglottic topography and the fine details of mucosal wave characteristics. LVS
fails to expose the fine movements of these structures. HSDP is superior in demonstrating details of glottis motility. Based on these findings we conclude that in hiss, mucosal
wave is present but it is restricted. Closed portion of the glottal cycle is longest in vocal
fry and the sound generated is often composed from double pulses generated at two
locations within glottis but proceeds very rapidly as to form a double pulse repetition
pattern. Pulse is mixed with noise and medial compression of the entire glottis causes
momentary cessation of the vibratory cycle. In hiss, the glottis is under-approximated by
+/- 1.5-2 mm at both the anterior and the posterior commissure, yet medial compression is present and mucosal activity is observed, but only in the mid-to-anterior portion
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of the glottis. The more posterior portions appear to create noise. In all, hiss was shown
to represent an acoustic compound of friction and vibration, having a high F0 level (500
Hz shown here).
Although hiss and fry showed supraglottic contraction, this medial motion of the
supraglottic structures has different effects in each of the two modes. Acoustic Nyquist
plots revealed a fine structure of F0 in each of these two modes while PFFT showed left
versus right difference.
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